In vitro reconstitution of U1 and U2 snRNPs from isolated proteins and snRNA.
In this paper we describe a method for preparing native, RNA-free, proteins from anti-m3G purified snRNPs (U1, U2, U4/U6 and U5) and the subsequent quantitative reconstitution of U1 and U2 snRNPs from purified proteins and snRNA. Reconstituted U1 and U2 snRNPs contained the full complement of core proteins, B, B', D1, D2, D3, E, F and G. Both the U1 and U2 reconstituted particles were stable in CsCl gradients and had the expected buoyant density of 1.4 g/cm3. Reconstituted RNP particle formation was not competited by a 50 fold molar excess of tRNA, as determined by gel retardation assays. However, U1 and U2 particle formation was reduced in the presence of an excess of cold U1 or U2 snRNA demonstrating a specific RNA-protein interaction. U1 and U2 snRNPs were also efficiently reconstituted in vitro, utilizing proteins prepared from mono Q purified U1 and U2 snRNPs. This suggests that for the assembly of snRNPs in vitro no auxiliary proteins other than bona fide snRNP proteins appear to be required. The potential of this reconstitution technique for investigating snRNP assembly and snRNA-protein interactions is discussed.